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De Gaulle Awaits Approval
By HUGH McGRAW
Gen. Charles de Gaulle left
Paris late last night after conferring with Pm. Rene Coty and
leaders of France’s middle-line
parties.
At that time he had not been
named premier, even though Pres.
Coty said he would name a permier last night.
So France continues to hang on
II a shoe string. If de Gaulle is
named today, France’s position will
be more secure although still very
shaky, according to reports.
Anything said about France at
this time is debatable. Her main
characteristics are unpredictableness and undefinableness. The sole
purpose of interpreation is an at-

tempt to find some order in the
French hodge-podge.
Communists, in control of
Frances leading unions, are the
dire enemies of General de Gaulle.
Yesterday they and other left
wingers led tens of thousands of
demonstrators across Paris.
If de Gaulle is not acceptable to
the 600-member French Assembly,
President Coty said he would be
forced to name Francois Mitterand, 42-year-old member of the
small moderate leftist Resistance
Union, as premier.
This same situation occurred in
France before World War II. The
results were that the leftist premier made "concessions" with the
Comunists in order to keep their
support in the Assembly.
This "Popular Front" type of

government could result if de
Gaulle does not assume control.
In another vein, the military
could bring about the end of
France’s 12-year-old Fourth Republic if de Gaulle is not named.
Since at present, the vast majority
of the French militia seems to be
pulling right wing, a bloodless
coup could take place.
If the militia splits, a chaotic
civil war could bring France to
history -making low tide.
If de Gaulle gains control.
France is still not out of the fire.
He has been called "fascistic" and
many are afraid he would become
a powerful dictator.
It is also possible that he may
last but a few weeks or months.
This would leave France in exactly
the same position she is in today

... less a few more billion dollars.
The general consensus of the informed Sources is that de Gaulle
will be the next premier. The
Socialists, also up until now bitter enemies of de Gaulle, seemingly have moved somewhat right
politically.
Their Assembly votes eould tell
the tale today.
Finally, and optimistically, de
Gaulle cOUId unify France and
moderate his strong right wing
tendencies. ()nee in power, many
think he would be more liberal and
change his soemingly "cold
shoulder" attitude to the Western
Allies.
Whatever the course may be, it
is sure to have direct influence on
the world picture.

Cherie

Cunningham. geology major living In DI
Bari Home, displays, among other things, the
1958 edition of La Torre, the San Jose State
College yearbook. A limited number of copies
will be distributed Monday at 11:30 a.m. to per -

sons alreacls hissing ticket stubs with them. Orders still are being taken in T1110 for the benefit of earl+, buyer... The mailable kW.% uaiii be
diatribiated on a flr..t come, find Serse bask.
Spartafoto hs Mary Goetr.

Senior Day Tickets on Sale;
To Feature Gamest Dance
Tickets will be available in the
Student Affairs Business Office
Monday for Senior Day. Students
who already have paid for Senior
Day may pick up their tickets at
this time. Other students may
purchase tickets for $4.
This year Senior Day (formerly
Adobe Day) will be held at Oak-

JOHN SALAM1DA
... Daily Editor

1
DICK FOLGER
... Business Manager

OE MILLER
... Foundation Chairman

JACK SMITH
. La Torre Editor

DICK CHRISTIANA
. . . Chief Justice

Clothing
Salarnida, Folger Win Da i Iv Posts Navajo
Drive Continues

John Salarnida, junior journalism major. and Dick Folger, junior advertising major, were appointed editor and business manager, respectively, for next semester’s Spartan Daily at the Student
Council meeting yesterday.
Appointment of Lyke business
6
a.

2

d.
II

12,
hor

manager and Rally Committee
chairman were tabled until next
week, when interviews with the
students recommended can be arranged. Lyke editor and La Torre
business manager also will be appointed next week.
Appointed last week were Dick

4 Daily To End
Honorary Fraternity Initiates June
Publication for Year
Sixty Superior Senior Scholars
Sixty seniors, recognized for
superior scholarship in all fields
of study, were initiated into Phi
Kappa Phi, honorary scholarship
fraternity, Tuesday afternoon.
Following initiation ceremonies
at the Concert Hall, a banquet was
held at the Hotel Ste. Claire.
The following students were initiated into the organization:
Myron .1. Ahlatrom, Chester L.
Elaine S. Anastasia, Dorothy .1. Arnold. Emanuel P. Ron., Herbert .1. Conler+, Anastasia
, Donald Conway,
J. t’orm
Sandra E. Copeland, Patsy G.
(’mints. Lawrence C. Curtis Jr.,
Ras A. DeWeese, Harry J. Drennan Jr.
Douglas B. Edwards, Dorothy
G. Fairburn, Joan E. Fredenberg,
Hiroko E. Fujimoto, Judith A.
Goldner, Eugenia L. Grabiec, Gayle
C. Grisham, Edward A. Gustafson, Waltraud E. Hammond, Barbara M. Hartman, Victor C. Heath,
Eva E. Herschbach, Raymond C.
Hoy. Cedric B. Jewell. John T.
Johnson Jr.
Michael A. Kaplan. Roger A.

King, William L. Lester, Carol A.
Lovely, Laura M. Lynch, Joseph
L. Mardesich, Nancy R. Mendizahal, June Minato, Mary J. Moran,
Barbara J. Oakleaf, Edward S.
Pagter, Ronald L. Peterson, Tedo
Powers, J. B. Puffer, Thomas F.
Raney, Joan W. Saunders, Marc
G. M. Schelstraete, Maxwell J.
Shapiro.
John D. Sipaugh, Ruth L. Sutton, Bernice F. Tannahill. Marcia C. Thorns, Ramona J. Thorson, Sylvia 0. Timberlake, Susanna Troutman, It. E. Tryk,
Rosemary J. Tuchek, Homo tenaka., Richard A. Wee*, Jane M.
Whitner, L. L. Winget and Jean
Wyatt.
Newly elected officers of the
chapter for next year are Dr. Theodore E. Verhaaren, president; Dr.
H. R. Patterson; vice president;
Norman 0. Gunderson, secretarytreasurer; Dr. Verner E. Iloggatt
Jr., journal correspondent; Dr.
John T. Wahlquist and Miss Irma
E. Eichhorn, members of the executive committee.

world wire

IS

Christiana, chief justice; Jack W.
Smith, La Torre editor: Joe Miller, chairman of Spartan Foundation campus fund raising committee: and Larry Genzel, chairman
of Social Affairs Committee.
Sandy Barr, sophomore representative, was appointed Student

I

lOmpiled from CP International
The House vy reported early yesterday that
WASHINGTON
yesterday passed a bill to admit the full-scale satellite launched
Alaska to the Union as the 99th Tuesday night vsCh the Vanguard
rocket shot 2000 miles into space
state.
It approsed the hotly contested but at an off-angle which caused
measure after defeating two at- it to plunge back to earth and
tempts to send it back to com- burn.
mittee.
The bill now goes to the Senate
United Auto
DETROIT The
where it WAS expected to have Workers yesterday asked the Feda good chance of Passage.
eral Mediation and Conciliation
Service to step in to end deadlockWASHINGTON The Senate ed, final -hour bargaining with
yesterday handed President Eisen- General Motors, but the company
hower a smashing victory by giv- said it is opposed to mediation.
UAW Vice Pres. Leonard Wooding final congressional approval to
a bill to extend jobless payments cock said mediation is needed beI,, workers who hike exhausted cause General Motors has stood
pat on a two-year contrect extentheir benefits.
sion offer and refused to bargain
CAPE CANAVERALThe Na- on the union demands.

The Spartan Daily terminates
publication tor the year with Its
t edition June 4.
Sin".- the last issue will he a
multi -pace edition, making necessary hand insertion of the inside section, distribution of The
Spartan Daily will be somewhat
later than usual, according to
Jim Drennan, Spartan Daily editor.

Company To Honor
Five SJS Artists
With Presentations
Five SJS students who won prizes or honorable mention in the
Collegiate Advertising Art Competition recently will receive their
awards at Monday’s meeting of
the San Jose Advertising Club at
the Hotel DeAnza.
SJS students won all the cash
prizes offered in the Northern
California area in competition with
students from other colleges and
universities. The contest was sponsored by the Advertising Association of the West and Zellerbach
Paper Co.
SJS students winning prizes
were Adriane Goodwin, first; Janet
Van Dyke, second; Stephen Carlton, third; and Robert M. Silva
and John C. Aguiar, honorable
mention.

AROTC To Hold
Battalion Parade

Council representative to Pres.
John T. Wahlquist’s newly formed
Athletic Coordinating Committee.
The committee. chairmaned by
Bob Baron, activities officer, will
include representatives from Student Council, the alumni association and athletic department, band
director and Rally Committee
chairman.
The purpose of the committee is
to coordinate the activities of ASH
committees and faculty-student
committees.
Terri Gals in was appointed executive secretary of Student Council.
Recognition Committee was given $100 to cover cost of the Recognition Banquet, which will be
held Sunday night_
Revelries and Rally Committee
ASH by-lam changes were approved and recognition was granted to
the Mal Club.
Recognition of Registered Nurses’ Campus Club was tabled for
one meek

SAB To Schedule
’Protest’ Meeting
A "protest" meeting will he
held by Student Activities Board
Tuesday to give representatives of
all student organizations a last
chance to submit dates for the new
acti;cities Calendar, according to
Bill Douglas, chairman.
The meeting will be held in the
Student Union at 4 p.m. Douglas
urges anyone interested in protesting a date or adding another to
attend this meeting.
-

AFROTC Review
Set for Today

Pre, .1.,11n T. NValliquisi will be
chief reviewing officer at the
fourth annual Air Force ROTC
President’s Review this afternoon
Army ROTC Corps of Cadets at 1:30 on the women’s athletic
will hold Its final review of the
year Tdesday afternoon at 1:30 on
He will present awards to the
the women’s athletic field.
outstanding freshman, sophomore,
Pm. John T. Wahlquist and gen- Junior and senior cadet.
ic* cadets will review the battalion
Other awards to be presented
parade, which will be led by jun- Include the Air Force Association
iors,.
Medal and the Staffelhach Award
Pm. Wahlquist will present Dr. Elmer Staffelbach, retiring
several awards during the drill professor of education, will present
period.
the latter award.

The clothing drive for Navajo
Indians will not end this week, as
originally planned, hut will continue next week, according to Bob
Seamans, chairman of the committee.
"We would like to hold a contest between fraternity and sorority houses to see which house
would bring in the most clothing.
This isn’t definite, though, since
we have no donor of a prize for
the winner as yet," Seamans said.
According to Seamans, anyone
wishing to donate clothes preferably winter clothes -may take his
donation to the Student Union.
Contributions will be sent to "Nasajo Assistance Inc.," where they
will be appropriately distributed.

dale Park on Friday, June 6, from
1 p.m. to midnight.
Activities include swimming, organized games, barbecue dinner
and dancing.
Students unable to obtain transportation may contact Curt Luft,
chairman, at CY 3-9739.

International Festivities
Set Today’s Schedule
Featuring international food,
music, dances and costumes, the
Fourth Annual International Day,
sponsored by International Students Organization, is being Presented rosfty.-Activities began this morning at
9 30 with a food bazaar in the
Outer Quad, Iota Delta Phi.
French honorary fraternity; El
Circulo Castellano, Spanish Club;
Spartan Chl, Chinese Club: Inter-

Transcript Request
Deadline Date Set
Students wishing office transcripts before June 30 are reminded that they must request
them on or before June 13 In
the Registrar’s Office+.
The first transcript to a student is given free hut he mind,
pay one dollar If ho already has
revolved a transcript.

national Relations Club, Occupational Therapy Club, Spartan Oriocci and ISO will sell food, souvenirs and attractions representing
the individual countries.
CIPetthig the evenfnt attractions
at 7:30 in the Morris Dailey Auditorium will be an international
shi ,Wii Ii the theme of "Around
the Win Id With Sparta," stated
Miss Kiltilu Von Prince. ISO president. Tickets for the show are on
sale in the Outer Quad for $1.
She added that the San Jose
German Society Choir will perfohn
along with Scandinavian, Philippine and Japanese students. A
costume show directed by Phillip
Persky, foreign students adviser,
will be The flnale_uf_Ihe show.
"Then students may dance to
the music of Tom Kennedy and
his orchestra in the Women’s Gym
from 9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.,"
added Miss Von Prince.

Pres. Wahlquist Assails School
Inequalities at Plant Dedication
By JIM DRENNAN
Pres. John T. Wahlquist told an!
IBM plant dedication audience
yesterday that the U.S. should
worry less about how its education
stacks up against Europe’s and be
more concerned with the "glaring
inequalities in educational oppor.
tunIties within the states of our
Union."
The president also said that the
leacher salary situation may soon
get to the point where it will be
necessary for the federal government to grant an outright subsidy
to all teachers in accredited
schools.
"If one were to judge by the
amount of space education has
been receiving in the newspapers
lately, one would get the im.
pression that every American is
seriously concerned about our educational system. However, the
relatively small percentage of
qualified voters who vote in the
special school elections does not
support this thesis. Moreover, there
is ample evidence that a great
deal of what is said by way of
criticism of American education is
not well founded," Pres. Wahlquist
said.
’EURoPY. ATTENDANCE LOW’
-tio sin ii b t. many European
countries do maintain gorsi secondary schools for the few who do
attend. At the end of the 16th
year only one youngster in ten is

enrolled in the svcondary schools
of either England or France, as
compered to the seven out of ten
still in attendance in America,"
he pointed out.
Dr. Wahlquist went on to say
that the percentage of Americana
attending college is five times
Europe’s total.
"The critics usually remind
us of the ouperiorit) of the European school product. Actually
there are as mans %ulterior Mu dents in the national honor so(defies in our high school, and
In Phi Rota Kappa, Phi Kappa
Phi, and Stigma XI in our rotlege% as there are In the entire
student bodies of Europe," the
president said.
"I am more Concerned at the
moment with the glaring inerpialtties in educational opportunities
within the states of our Union than
I am about the comparisons with
educational systems abroad....

sand populattvn rill, also least able
to support education.
"At the present time the states
with the most backward school
systems are .. making the greatest financial effort to support
them, but the Inequalities am mgst
the states are so great that even
a herculean effort on the pert of a
poor state leaves its children educationally handicapped when compared with the children of richer
(Continued on Page (i)

The best way
being
success is
to start
looking like
a success.

to start

’STATES NEED MINIMUM’
Our 6 month
"I think evcrY state should hase
credit plan earn
. . a minimum foundation prohelp you dress
gram. That some states do not
in a way
maintain satisfactory programs is,
to impress!
in my humble opinion, a national
disgrace. It is a well known fart
that some states have Many mot,
Children of school age per t Wainer,:
population than do others. In fart
:4,
t at .5
the states with the highest number
of school -age children per thoti-Mtott:i5SStKotOOtOtoosossss,:oo:OS.

Kolr, Sew,

11.1117
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Daily Comment
Editorial

Begged
and
Borrowed

By JOHN ADAMS
Sorority and fraternit)
received spotted coats of paint
last week during is painting Wet’
If you still don’t know or don’t care about what’s at Southern California University ,
been going on, we have two suggestions. Either ! iii Los Angeles.
I) learn the issues, or
The tradition of the red door onl
2) Do not vote.
every Sigma Phi Epsilon house’
The latter suggestion may seem scareligious toi was changed temporarily :it SC
the professional drum -beaters who ring doorbells: when pranksters splashed the door
and buy billboards urging the masses to "Get out I with white paint, according to a
and vote- come every election time as if voters! story in the Daily Trojan.
Four sorority houses were
comprised a crop which can be harvested indisOlen to red ermat on front doors,
criminately.
nit!
t explanation Houses that
There is no question that not enough Americans
slidn’t get red tro,o, %set, splatQuestion take part in the democratic process
tered oith white paint.
by helping choose their governments
of
No
clues,
except
for
"paint
But the solution lies in an electorate
tracks up and down the sideValue
of greater quality, not quantity.
walks," were found.
It there’s anything worse than a non-voter, it’s ,
a
*
know
about,
what he’s voting
a voter who doesn’t
Sigma Delta Chi, professional
So if you’ve kept awake during the campaign
journalistic fraternity, met for the
taken note of the candidates, their platforms anA
last tune of the academic year last
qualifications, be sure to cast that ballot.
week at Syracuse University in
If not, stay away from the polls. You’ve surely New York. according to a story In
got bettor things to do.

the Syracuse

Readers Reactions Reflections
are

SCiellet%

ti,stoo,

math. English

San Jose State considers itself a ’ and the fine arts. The fact that
progressive educational institution Isome do not agree with Dr. Grawith well rounded activities and ham’s teachings does not mean
educational facilities.
that he should not be permitted to
Anyone from a nuclear physicist speak on campus. For, how many
to an exiled Russian and varioUs I students can we also find who disand sundry politicians from every agree with Gov. Knight, Atty.. Gen.
rank and file, are permitted AND I Pat Brown. and other men who
invited to %isit SJS and inform the have been invited to speak here?
ASB 1477
Alan Peters
students.
Everett Avila ASB 7961
Such was the ease until just reStephen Janzen ASB 3246
cently when a move was sponsored
Joanne Brusin ASB 6973
by a group of students to arrange
John Waltrip ASB 52631
for Billy Graham to visit the
(
campus.
(Editor’s Note: Following is
All of a sudden administrative
policy turned chemeleon, the red the statement of Pres. John T.
carpet was lifted, and the request Wahlquist on the Graham issue.)
’Inasmuch as the Constitution
was flatly denied.
It seems inconsistent with our of the State of California. Article’
school policy to outlaw Dr. Gra- IV, Section 30, specifically proham’s visit just because he hap- hibits public aid for sectarian purposes, it has been generally aspens to be an evangelist.
that the State colleges1
Religion is just as vital to thi, sumed
education of a mature individual as should not interes, themselves in

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
sPtota.. stuotni S1 5

SINI

K.

3ht0hIDIS

unit

KENNEDYBUSINESS MACHINES
Sr.

E.

frl.

-

CY 2 rss)’

,4 ANDO

Trade Your Car In On A

LAM BRETTA
MOTOR SCOOTER
at DAVIS MOTORS
990 Sse FIRST ST. sear Willow

sectarian ma t tors. Consequently,
it has been the policy of the school
not to invite ministers or evangelists on campus to make denominational appeals.
"As far as the administration
knows no group has asked to espouse or sponsor an appearance by
Mr. Graham on campus. We understand the College Religious Council considered the matter but decided against it. primarily because
it felt that any student who
wanted to hear Mr. Graham could
do so by going to San Francisco.
"In the event that a campus organization wishes to sponsor an
appearance by Mr. Graham, that
would be another matter for consideration. If a group wishes to
extend an invitation, it should discuss the matter with the proper
authorities and the idea can certainly be considered. Obviously,
the college could not assume sponsorship or financial obligation."
JOHN T. WAHI.Qt’IST

Infra -Ray

S39.50

BAKED ENAMEL
Guaranteed Auto Painting
159 S. FIRST ST. near Willow

ThE Pir,KINSUL

Daily Orange.

KEPLER’S

FREE
STEREOPHONIC
SOUND
CONCERT
Every Friday, 8 p.m.
liesciept holicivs
featuring

Neat to Guild Theater)
Our store is or. unusual one. We
invite you to tette drive end see
the PeninsJle’s only comp’efe
paperbound bookstore.
1132Li Camino Real Menlo Pork
DA 4.4371
"Don’t be half -red, be well-read"

HOLLYWOOD (UPI1 - - Comedian Danny Thomas’ television
wife. actress Marjorie Lord, was
on her way to a European honeymoon this week with her real life
husband, Producer Rattdolph hale
of San Francisco.

The couple was wed yesterday
by the Rev. Merle E. Fish, pastor
fosNorth
’doowylloH
Christian
Church. in ceremonies at the home
, of TV producer John Guedel.

-._

Rent a Tandem
(A bicycle built for two)
Your ,A.,.,,orired Sale; .1h Dealer

PAUL’S CYCLES
143S The Alameda

CY 3.9766

as ,rnagination bodies forth
Ph. forms of things unknown,
the poet s pen
turns them to shapes and 9;usts to
airy things
loclhbitation and a name.

WIPEX
’01Utioneren
bon’s* fricley Mal* we play a sale(
tkon of clessicel recordings to dens
tonere* the realism of ibis neo
music tOstad. We hese et eiriula
lounge for your comfort. Come i^
ook and toten.

at

thp

CRACKED POT

ART
THEATRE

STARTING
TIMES
6-8 10.00

"The Confessions of
Felix Krull"
Thomas Mann’s
Is’ irnate Story of

El Camino Real

Presenting
CON HALL
and th
JAZZ REPRESENTATIVES

Westward Holes
Miniature Golf
Biggest little golf
course in Northern Calif.

Par 49 ettm

Malo Park

,,nry.,ale

Sunnyvale
Bowl

roseee,s3
This ad good fw. ISc off admizellsa staring May
Slats wJI be furnished
Its OLD COUNTRY ROAD
if nasded.
Belmont
Adults 10e
II to 1010 eitely except Monday
Please: No jeans, no Ionic

6 A Ail to I A M.

370 AUZERAIS STREET

And how Is the man about to defend I
self front tit’. invassioi
by uomanhood! tio beet: to the g I old dos, Walk WOle and him
follower*. fin back to the (Nye %%hen the Waillien mut in their cantle
and gossiped, and the men donned together In another room and
chewed the fat.

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
CALL FOR FLOWERS

Get away from the woman and the family and head for the great
out -doors with "the boys." Spend time in the field and stream enjoying yourself with "the boys." Just do anything with "the boys" to get
out rod away front the little woman. This is the cry of the Wylie-ites.
And this I call reactionary.

_

It is actually ironic. Each person marries ’to escape life, and
after the fascination tarnishes,
both attempt to,’ escape their marriage. And it is here that the
"Petticoat Press" and the Wylieites come in.
The former glamorizes Togetherness and the stoma-14 of
home in glittering generalities.
The latter makes Togetherness
a dirty word and spits upon it.
Somewhere in between lies the
true significance of the word. It
is not a tinsel commodity fondled
by everyone -- it is a rare gem
of love and sharing between a man
and woman which must be polished
by time and care to achieve its
greatest beauty.
To me, this is Togetherness ...
_

tosiont

By MEL GAUNTZ

Probably fh most troublesome de
so.,oo’no rou will be choos

agni
’-AKS
to mallow goodness and Welle4 to
mouth wafering perfection ae only
SabIle’s can broil them . . .
SEAFOODS at their besb-sIODIPod
directly, within just hours after being
tants from tar tremsoh the surface
01 the cool blue sea . .
CHICKEN A LA CACCIATORA
!torn nor Continental Cuisine--Atoma
r,1 Italy, succulent, fnder,
seasond
to taste. Recommended wine( lies-

thse and other wonderfully
’,tout foods,
d in
smart new
;titling You II 91,, this is one of
the Peninsula’s truly fin* restaurants
too good, natty, for you to miss
Sc, come in for Luncheon or Dinner
(Open from II to II) soon anal often.
5, Yo,
1555 fn
onlno 1.-i
it of th Conn Organ.

Send your overnight
guest to

Relax and enjoy life . . .

BRAND NEW

CITY -CENTER
MOTEL

Dr. Jack H. Chennell
Optometrist

South 2nd & Reed Sts.

234 S. Second
CY 5-2747
Member SPAR-TEN

CYpress 4-2995

COLLEGE

MEN!

save this ad for a summer job
We have a summer job for you,
be substantial each week.

CHANCE FOR $1000 SCHOLARSHIP
Eleven $1000 Scholarships will be Awarded
Applicant must be I. Exceptionally veal in appearance 2. Ls...4.
average in aggressiveness.
Those who qualify may continu
part time basis.

time
how

downtown

and

uniforms

you

CYpress 2-9190

930 A.M. to 230 P.M. Wenidays

INVEST

the U.S. is a
take a look the

many

In Tailor -Made Shirts from

see. In Prague, and I’m not exaggerating, one of every four persons we saw was in uniform.

d

An hour delay at the Cedek
agency where we had to apply
for our train tickets almost
caused us to mitts the Orient
express the nest day. And since
I reftsned to Kite up any more
Western currency, I could buy
tickets only to the border town
of Cheb.
At Chet), armed

At the border we stopped and
lost our guards and I spotted
my customs friend of few days
previous.
As we charged into motion, I
waved to hint from my window
i
lie sou me, but just scowled.

1

n

495 Park Avenue, San Jose
CYpress 5-5205
For

soldiers boarded

Our engine with its red star was
taken off, the crews were changed
and the guards stayed with the
train until we reached the actual
frontier. They stood with the windows down, watching that nobody
could hop aboard once the train
headed for the West.

[]

I PORIS

the train and stood guard at either

end of each yard along the track,
checking passports, visas and luggage This took only two hours.
Luckily, no one asked to see my
tickets.

association nest semester on

Cal/ for personal interview:
MR. WATKINS

that

you’re

their

Our job entails public relation work dealing with an educational o
ganization which pays an incentive -commission, monthly and yerly
bonus.

One huge poster on a street
corner particularly frightened
me. (A corpulent caricature of
a Wall Street hanker In top hat
and. tails was being bayoneted
by a soldier with a huge red
star adorning his helmet-)

next

son

GRADUATES

plus

(This is another in a series of artichis
of Mel Gault’s, former Spartan Daily
reporter, who no is touring Europe
with his wife and another couple. He
has been relating his experiences behind the Red Curtain.)
*
The Czech -trained Canadian told
us everybody works in Czechoslovakia . . . -but for nothing."

notice

Sabelle’s Is a new neighbor to San
Jose, located in Sonnytai El Camino
Real at Cherry Chs.

"I’loirers by Wire"

40 W. San Antonio
Niiress 3-1232

All work seems easier, everything looks better when your
eyes are right: Good eyesight
is your most precious possession. Protect it. Get a check
up now.

Gauntz Sees Many
Uniforms in Prague

Considering

Th A IS C’s of a delightful evening meal are your at Sabolle’s--the
way you Want to ninember them.

...7torct S/101)

earnings will

large country,

Crisp, superb SALADS.,, Ii, choir’
n( dressings mind at your table or
served to that you mix as desired.

Sound demonstrated at

du 651b0

uisine

3 to 7 p

Hear the $100000 realism

133 sl cerso tad

everages

JAZZ

of Ampex Stereophonic

hilt

tmosphere

Nitely Wed. thru Sun.

El Camino Real

fidelity

r e-tatiratit

Redwood City
ON EL CAMINO REAL

(One chap from SJSC
Shot a 46 .
hurnml)

VALIMITID

Saliella’s

Sunday Afternoon Concerts

Who said:

‘744i//iati

JAll

DIERKS DONUTS

Wedded Life Tarnished

Marjorie Lord Weds

RM.

Books Is Magazines

Coffee Dote?

The family does not have to be a snug little bug in a rug, but
The 18th annual Spring Sing neither should it he simply a convention and legal way to propogate the
was held at Stanford University human race.
last week with more than 2000 stuMarriage is supposedly an institution built on love and sharing.
dents in competition at Frost But the modern trend seems to be building marriages on frothy pink
Amphitheater, according to a clouds that collapse like cotton candy at the first drop of rain. :Wm
story in The Stanford Daily.
riage is a Convenient escape and an easy security hold.
An audience of more than 8000
Not knowing how to cope with the situation, the wife turns to
attended the event and heard 33
singing groups perform. Winning her ladies’ magazine for escape through the wonderful world of milk
first place was a group from the and honey marriages where the woman is queen. The husband, also
frustrated, turns to "the boys" where he feels his masculinity
Medical and Nursing School.
appreciated.
---
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But there is more to Togetherness than the homey overtonee of
"A family that prays together, stays together." Behind this wall of
domestic bliss - according to Wylie ---- lurks the ever-scheming woman.
Her plan: to bind her children to her by the apron strings and her
husband to her by the purse strings. And the blame for this lies with
the "Petticoat Press", says Wylie.

I do not believe that the woman should be the focal point of the
family
nor the axis, nor the core, not anyone of the hundred things
she is labeled nowadays. But I do believe that she has a definite place
- beside her husband, not above or below him.

The Syracuse University chapter of sDX held the last meeting
In honor of senior members and
to make annual awards.
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Enterei as serend class matter April
24, 1934 elf San Jose, Calif., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member Califon
Still another dirty word has found Its way to the 1,/1s of the ni Newspaper Publishers’ Associrdion.
Puplished daily by Associditd Students
scrabble olle--Togetherttras.
of Sao Jose Stat Collega socept
urday and Sunday, during college vow
It hats been condemned hy Philip Ws lie anti could
st Its the with one issue during each final samination period.
It Its.. tott off eislotisike arrientents. in the I
send
Press of Glob,’ Piinting Co.
rattles the jowls of almost every tnarrled male and female.
CY 4-6414Edit. Est 710. Ado. 510
JIM DRENNAN
EDITOR
What k all the shouting about? Togetherness sees the family as a
SUS. MGRS. --WILLIAM GUIMONT,
closely knit body a nucleus in itself. They work together, play to JOANNA HUY
HUGH SCOTT
gether and are together in every way on every issue. The family is a DAY EDITOR
Patti Kelly
Wire Editor
fort within the home.
Gene Tyler
Photo Editor

By CATHY FERGUSON

Know Vote or No Vote
In lust a matter of days, a goodly portion of
you wi I be trudging to the polls for the first time.
We’re not talking about anything as minor
league as the Sigma Poo queen or the grand marshal of the Pushcart Relays. We refer to the very
important California primaries on June 3.
Even if you aren’t interested in the current
camp. 3n its been pretty hard for you to ignore
The Inner Quad during the past few
Sound i+.
weeks has been filled with pleading poand
liticians and their adherents. The col
Fury
umns of this and other newspapers have
been filled with news of their activities.
All this sound and fury isn’t over a lot of foolishness. Among +he questions to be decided by next
month’s straw vote are the futures of Gov. Goodwin Knight and Mayor George Christopher; the
relative strength of Bill Knowland, a successful U.
S. Senator now staking his political career on a
chance for the governorship; and, most important,
the future of the two-party system in California.
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Dr. Smith Takes Over Helm of Sigma Xi
Dr Charles L. Munn Jr , assistant professor of physiology.
was nameal president of the SJS
Sigma Xi club. National science
honorary societ), at a recent
election.
Other officers el..elca o - 1),

prvfessur of
1...iv. aril M, MUFTI
psyi,h,ilogy. vice president; Dr.
!John A Neptune. associate prot,ssol of chemistiy, secreto); and
t:dmison,

Dr.

assistant

tisscholovy, trvasur.-r.

SPECIAL
for Student Groups
W/1/1

It,,,

.44.1,tit.srinotAt/

2 Spaghetti plates
4 Spaghetti plates

$1.60
$2.70

a la carte
DR. HARRY N. FITCH
... Psychology Professor

ELMO A. ROBINSON
. . Philosophy Dept. Head

MISS VIOLA PALMER
... Admissions Officer

L. C. NEWBY
... Modern Language Dept. Head

DR. RAYMOND W. BARRY
... English Dept. Head

Reception Honors Retiring Associate Dean, 6 Professors
Seven retiring SJS faculty members were honored at a reception
yesterday afternoon in the Home
Economics Building cafeteria.
Honored were Miss Viola Palmer, associate dean of students in
charge of admissions and records;
Mrs. Edith G. Germane, professor
of psychology; Dr. Harry N. Fitch,
professor of psychology; Elmo A.
Robinson, professor of philosphy;
L. C. Newby, professor of modern
languages; Dr. Raymond W.
Barry, professor of English; and
Dr. Elmer H. Staffelbach, professor of education.
All but Miss Palmer are retiring at the end of this SPInelh
ter, The reception was sponsored by the (acuity social committee.
Miss Palmer will terminate her
duties Oct. 1. She has been on the
college staff since 1927 and served
as registrar before becoming admissions officer.
Mrs. Germane has been on the
faculty since 1992 and was an
elementary school teacher and
supervisor for many years before
coming to the college.
Three of the retiring Instructors are ending their careers as
department heads. Dr. Barry
Joined the college twilit) In 1924
and became head of the English
Department two year later.
Newby came to the college in
1923 as head of the Modern Language Department. Robinson joined
the faculty in 1928 as a teacher of
mathematics and later transferred

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE MONEY
n

GAS and OIL
Second and Williams
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL
35c s bucket with ASB Card

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

Drive Out
to
UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE
,neakes that please everyone
1680 El Camino Real
’Santa Clara

CHerry 3-8256
Refer on Weekends

PEPPER TREE INN
60 UnIty of Comfort
Largest Motel Pool and
Play Area ;r1 S.C. County
Our Own Rostaurant
New Yorli Cut Steaks
Complete Lunch 99c
Complete Dinner $1.45

PEPPER TREE INN
2060- 2112 S. FIRST STREET

to the Psychology Department. He
became head of the Philosophy Department in 1955.
Dr. Fitch, after a long teach -

fin career in the Dakotas,
Minnesota and Indiana, came
to SJS 10 years ago. Dr. Stetfelbach tamest for several years

in the Pacific Northwest before
Joining SUS’ faculty In 1923.
Dr. Staffelbach served as a
lieutenant -colonel in the air corps

Primary Elections Loom Big; Candidates Chide,
Present Platforms, Opinions, Personal Affronts
By JIM ADAMS
With the June 3 primary elections just five days away, candidates are pressing their campaigns for nomination to congressional, state and local offices.
None of them will be elected to
any position next week but voters
throughput the states will select
their nominees for office.
Atty. Gen. Edmund G. (Pat)
Brown said in his address here
that such pr imary elections
should he done nutty nItli entirely. lie contended they are
waste of time and money as
so many candidates are assured
of their nominations with or,
without a popular vote.
In any event, the primaries are
scheduled and the following candidates are up for nomination.
THREE CANDIDATES
In the gubernatorial race it’s
"Pat- Brown for the Democratic
nomination and Sen. William F.
Knowland for the Republican.
Also on the ballot is Donald
Donaldson, a salesman.
Brown and Knowland met face
to face several weeks ago in a
political debate before California
newspaper editors.
The WHIP bolted down to "right
to smirk" (right to viork ill a
! union shop nIthout belonging to
’ the union).
Knowland says: No permanent
progress has been achieved in our
society, or in any other civilized
nation, where people are compelled
to belong to particular organiza, tions in order to exist. I believe
in the right of an individual to

decide, without coercion, his in
tention to become a member o
a union."
Brown answers that this make
for "free riders"- those who en
joy all the union benefits withou
contributing their fair sure of sup
port.
THE SENATORIAL BATTLE
The campaign for U. S. Senato
has been among the most act iv
with Gov. Goodwin J. Knight an
San Francisco Mayor Georg
Christopher vying for the Republican nomination and Congress
man Clair Engle for the Demo
erotic.
Also on the ballot is fisherman
Fri t jot Peder Thygeson.
In addresses at SJS the thre
took stands on water, labor, na
tional issues --and each other.
Christopher attacked Knight fo
entering the senatorial race afte
promising "on his word of honor
he would not, and for attackin
fellow Republican Knowland
Knight ignored the mayor bat
criticized Engle for "giving awa
California’s water." Engle devoted
hat address to rebuttal.

Allen, Thompson
Leading SJS’ light in the livs’attire this year for engineering
accreditation and working toward
clearance for a graduate program
In the field were Assemblyman
Bruce Allen and State Senator
John M. (Jack) Thompson.
Both are seeking reelection from
Santa Clara County.
A resolution providing for the
accreditation and a progrann for

Summer Workshops
Will Start June 16
San Jose State will open its
1958 educational summer program at 9 a.m. Monday, June 16,
when registration for four special
preliminary workshops will be
held at various places on campus,
according to Joe H. West, dean
of education services and summer
sessions.
I Included are "Workshop in
Reading Problems," clinical study
of reading difficulties in secondary
and elementary teaching to be directed by Dr. William D. Sheldon, Syracuse University reading
consultant. Registration for this
program will be held in CH150.
"Challenges of Childhood" workshop, study of child growth and
behavior problem, will make its
third appearance this summer and
will be directed by Alvis J. Scull,
M.D., Metropolitan State Hospital
--

Bridal Beauties

staff psychiatrist, Norwalk, Calif.,
and cobrdinated by Miss Joyce
Bolton, assistant professor of home
economics. Concert Hall of the
Music Building will be registration
center for this workshop.
A one-unit psychology course,
"Problems of Youth Workshop.
will be offered under supervision
of Dr. Ruth Tiedeman, profess,
of psychology, and will include
theor y. research findings, and
techniques. Students may enroll
in this program in CH339.
A fourth workshop,
"Wcnics"P
Conference on Social Studies," will
run June 16 through July 3, one
week longer than the other three
programs. Dr. Henry C. Meckel,
professor of education, and Dr.
Howard B. Melendy, assistant professor of history and education,
are amon g smembers
toff
p anfling the conference. Registration
for this workshop will he held in

FORMAL GOWNS
at less formal prices)
Irons $39.95
INFORMAL GOWNS
from $29.95

graduate instruction in engineering passed in the senate and assembly by large ’majorities. The
resolution was Introduced by
Thompson.
The senator said yesterday the
resolution was a "strong recommendation" but not a mandate to
the Board of Education.
Allen introduced a bill along
similar lines in the assembly.
Allen favors expansion of schools
to meet rising enrollment, and
more pay for teachers the introduced the bill this year that would
have provided for this.)

John Chargin
Attorney John M. Chargin seeking the Democratic nomination for
state senator representing Santa
Clara County promises he will
I provide strong representation and
I cooperation with other state leaders.
He says state colleges moat
expand with the growth of their
arrears to serve industry both
present and future, lir- said
employees In engineering and
allied fields seek graduate work
and cannot go conveniently to
Stanford tor the UnIsersIty of
California.
Other views include:
Water. The state legislat ure
must work out an arrangement I
with the federal government to
ease the California water problem
"Right to work." This is "Kam,.
land’s Folly."
Chit Rights. "Loyalty oaths do
great violence to the liberties
guaranteed In our Bill of
Rights."
Chargin was horn in San Jos,
and resides here with his wife and.
five children. He was graduated
from the University of Santa
Clara.
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Albert DeMarco
Albert F. DeMarco opposes incumbent N. J. Menard for judgeship di the county’s Superior
Court.
DeMarco said yesterday he Is
very much interested in efficient
judicious and fair administ rat ion
of justice in all matters that may
come before him.
He added that eyery ease that
comes before the court la Insportant to the people Involved.
no matter how WY ial it may
appear to others, lie feels a
Judge must be aware of tills iii
esery decision.

Mel Hawley
Mel Hawley is the incumbent in
the Santa Clara County sher,!:
campaign. He promises to "provide the same service we have
had for the last four years, hot
,in an increased scale."
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COLLEGE MEN
Earn $1500 to $1875 during summer.
Training classes now in progress for
those who qualify.
This is your invitation to attend the
next training session of:
1010 VILLA ST., SAN JOSE
Mon., Wed., Fri. at 4:00 p.m.

Son Jove y Leading Diamond Sloe. for Swoothaporlit

72 S.
1st Street
CY 7-0120
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YOU!

CREDIT JEWELERS
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011.
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A&M Auto Repair
I Auto Repair
A0ornetc Transmission Specialty
Student gates
CY 5.4247
456 E. San Salvador. San Jose

Assemblyman C 1 a rYs Bradley
said yesterday he favored a state
college split from the Board of
Education and is for higher pay
for teachers.

Al Walburg Wins
Business Award
Alan Walburg, business and industrial management major from
Orinda was awarded the Wa11
Street Journal Student Achies
ment Award last night at a has,
quet at Ilavenly Foods Restaurant.
The event was in honor of thn
receiving of a charter whereby
71 honor students of the Business
Organization and
Management
Department and the Marketing
Department became charter members of the Society for Advancement of Management, according
to Jack Holland, professor of
business.
Walburz was selected on his
academic record and contributions
to the betterment of the BIlSintsq%
Division. through student, bonne’ community and Business Divisp
activities.

"Sneak Sala" In Our
SACK BACK ROOM

DIIF:SSY DRESSES
$5 to $8.95

On the’ state college split he
added that details would have
to lw worked out so there would
be no competition with the University of California. lie said
workability would be the question.
On the pay raise he agreed with !
Bruce Allen that there is a need
for "professional adjustment" so
that teachers salaries would be
comparable to those in other pro.
tessions.

a la carte
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Clark Bradle

(Bridal Units in Stock)

Iluetrey:i

during World War II. He is the
author of books in the education
field and of historical novels for
young reader s
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Speech and Drama
LaTorreAvailableMonday, Plans Award Night
Yearbook Manager Reports For Sunday at 8:15
nt"" MaY

partial shipment of 1958 La
Torre yearbooks will he distributed Monday to the students, faculty and administrative staff
members who already have paid
for their copies. according to Ed
Regaled, co-business manager for
the issue.
Regalado said yesterday that an
unknown number of La Torres
will arrive and be distributed The
copies will he issued on a first come, first -served basis, beginning
at 11:30 a.m.
The yearbooks will be available
in both the Inner and Outei
Quads. "Only those persons who
have purchased books before Monday and have the ticket stub receipts with them are eligible for
copies." Regalado said.
Anyone who has not purchased
a yearbook yet may still order

3railliers
Manzanita Room
Feeling LOW After

a BIG night?

E.ers Si.inday II -2

CV 3-1695

SUITCASES
FOOTLOCKERS
PACKING TRUNKS
BRIEF CASES
ZIPPER BAGS
CAR SACKS
SAMSONITE VOGUE
AEROPAK

First annual Speech and Drama
Department’s Awards Night will
be held Sunday night, June 1, at
S 13 in the College Theater.
cording to Marcy Kessler, publicity
chairman of the event.
Keynote speech of the evenine
ssill be given by Dr. James 11
Clancy.. speech and drama head
who has resigned his post at SJS
and will take over as head of the
Graduate Division of Drama at the
University of Iowa next year Dr
Clancy will speak on "The Meaning of Awards."

Fraternities Close Year
With Flurries of Activities
511.51 t eili
Ron Conklin, sophomore trom
Hayward. was named "Delta Sig
Most Active in Student Government." at the fraternity’s regular
weekly meeting Monday.
Conklin, presented a trophy. was
Sophomore Class president and a
member of several committees this
sear,
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The housemothers’ dinner was
held Tuesday evening.
Phi Sigs will join with the sisters of Alpha Chi Omega for an
exchange dinner June 4 beginning
at 530 p.m.
This year for the first time a
perpetual trophy will he presented
to the outstanding athlete whose
name will be revealed in the near
future.

Chuck Wagon Breakfast
a-La Waldorf
19 N. Market

ono
16. Regal.61 cautioned
that there will be onls 1387 copies
for sale to more thar 9000 stu&ins, faculty and administratie
staff members. He said that 1213
of the 2600 copies printed already
hike been sold.
"La Torre Presents . . . San
Jose State College" is theme of
the yearbook. The theme is based
on a stage -play idea. The cover.
produced in the four-color process, was drawn by Ray Marks.
commercial art student.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Carl rl,111,1’ ssas appo n10,1 mas-

A&M Auto Repair
G
I Auto Rpoir
Automatic Tronsmission

MARCHICK’S

Student Rates

223 S. FirstCY 2-7969

CV 5-4247

436 E. Sae Salvador, Sea Jose

$1.30
Special
CHEF’S CLUB STEAK
1oup, vegetable po+a+oes, bread and b.itter

ARCHIE’S
)i)e STEAK HOUSE
SAIS S. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

ter-of -arms, and Chuck Carle as
secretary for the fall semester.
-Jump for Joy," PiKks entry
in the Calaveras County Frog
Jumping Contest, died of malnu.
nation because the brothers failed
to supply him with flies.
Stan Kompst will represent the
fraternity at the national convention in Washington. D.C.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
List night graduating seniors
were honored at a banquet at the
Berry Farm in Santa Clara. Trophies were presented to the outstanding member and to the outstanding athlete.
Sid Thompson has been elected
preident for next fall. Other newly.
elected officers include Ron Ricci,
vice president: Al Whyte. recorder; Ken Hunter, correspondent; Jerry Skinner, pledge trainer;
Gene Toschi, rush chairman; Mike
social chairman; Bob Fala, treasurer; and Barry West-in, house manager.
siGMA CHI
New officers were formally in tiled at Monday night’s meeting,
!le last formal meeting of the
iternity until next fall. Al Waliig will receive a Life Member- .p Award for being chosen Outanding Senior for 1958.
THETA CHI
Tom McClelland was chosen Outstanding Member of the Year at
Theta Chi’s Parents’ Day May 23.
Other awards went to Ron Skillicorn, Outstanding Senior of the
Year; Darrell Adams, Outstanding
Athlete of the Year; Dick Zimmerman, Athlete of the Decade; and
Dave Hill, the member with the
,.zhest grade point last semester.
rtit:TA XI
.t Xis held their , annual
I aa .iitan Luau Saturday evening.
Clark Smith, social chairman, was
in charge of the event.

ELECT

ALBERT F. DeMARCO

HAY RIDES

SUPERIOR COURT
JUDGE

through the beautiful
hills of
EAST SAN JOSE

COMPETENT QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCED

Vote June 3, 1958
19 Years Successful Law Practice

^

Wort/
By CHARLENE SHATTUCK

1 Sorority Senior Breakfasts, Awards
Highlight End-of-SemesterActivities

Society Editor
sneak Monday night. The Senior She was presented with a trophy
Did )ou know that during on. Mtge.\ (’III oNlEtt.t
AelinOs
will
hold
their
annual
Breakfast
will be held June 8 at following the announcement which
year SJS women spent appromwas made by passing a candle.
Senior Breakfast Sunday morning San Jose Country Club.

mutely $637.063 and SJS men
spent around
$606.464 on
clothes?
The Advertising Department
of The Spartan
Daily put out a
booklet in 19’.
MI6
entitled. "T
>,
$10,000,000 Sall
Market." It was a survey of SIS
students’ buying power and what
they bought during the sear.

According to the survey, during
this particular period coeds purchased 11,848 dresses i 1 2 per person), 4514 coats 0 61, 11,002
sweaters 13.9), 12,976 pairs of
shoes (4.6., 32,159 pairs of hosiery
111.41, $71,005 worth of lingerie
1$25.170, 11,566 items of beach
wear 44.11, 2237 formals 10.81,
$18.788 worth of winter sportswear
48.66+. and $74.221 worth of ac-

cessories ($26.31).
The men bought 3374 suits
(0.98) per person), 7,230 pairs of
shoes (2.1), 18,592 shirts 15.0.
3787 sweaters 11.11, 5163 pairs of
slacks ’1.5). 1721 sport coats 10.5(,
9984 ties 12.91. 32.020 socks 19.3).
and 10.673 pairs of pants (3.11.
While we’re on the subject of
wardrobes. Brown and Rowland
Inc. reported in "The Fe -Mad
Strom," "Seventeen magazine estimates that the country’s coeds
spend about $750 million each year
on clothes. The estimate, which is
enough to turn any father’s hair
gray, is based on individual spending figures that average out to
$364.13 per year per girl." Long
live the charge accounts!
GALS
TELL
’EMYOU

at Rickey’s in Palo Alto,
ALPHA OMICRON PI
AOPi seniors will be honored
June 8 at the annual Senior
Breakfast. Marilyn Myers is chairman of the event which will be
held at ’Rickey’s in Palo Alto.

n

CHI OMEGA
Joan Oeser received a loving
cup for Outstanding Senior at the
annual Chi Omega Senior Breakfast at Rickey’s. JoAnn Johnson
received the traditional award fur
Most Charming Senior Girl. Seniors presented a movie camera to
the house. Following the breakfast, a barbecue was given by Pat
Patton at her home in San Carlos
in honor of Carol May who w
be married in September. Preceding the barbecue, the girls went ’
swimming at The Villa.

DELTA GAMMA
The sisters of Delta Gamma
held a barbecue dinner exchange
with the brothers of Theta Chi
Tuesday night.
DELTA ZETA
The senior wills and Prophecies
will be read at the annual Delta
Zeta Senior Breakfast June 7 at
Uncle John’s Pancake House.
The six representatives who will
navel to Chicago. Ill., for the DZ
National Convention June 28-July
I are Sharon Davis, president;
Ginia Hull; Marty Crane; Julia
Hoagland: Barbara Hart; and
. Joan Becker. college chapter diAlpha Eta Rho, meeting. tonight. rector.
8, 11E11.
A
"j11
’ KAPPA ALPHA.
Dude Fowler was awarded a
Boarding Houle. Presidents. elections and important discussion, 1E100 scholarship at the Senior
Breakfast last Sunday at the San
today, 3:30 p.m., A229,
HIM, barbecue and swim party. :Jose Country Club.
Saturday, home of Al Newman. ! Jean Farnesi, Delta Sigma Phi
240 Alviso St., Santa Clara. Car King Neptune’s Bride attendant.
pool will leave Stud;.nt Y. 9th and and Nancy Newman, the Delta
San Antonio Streets at 2:30 p.m., .Sig’s contestant for Lambda ’Chi
Alpha Crescent Girl, were sereSaturday.
naded by members of the fraterInstitute of Aeronautical
’ nit’ Monday evening.
Sciences, meeting to work on
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
tonight, 7:30, Aero Lab.
Diane Sullivan. president, and
Tennis, for all interested women. seven chapter members will attoday, 3:30 p in . Women’s Gym.
tend the national Kappa Kappa
Wesley Foundation and Preaby- Gamma convention this summer
terlan College Fellowship, "Mak- in Bedford Springs, Penn.
ing Decisions in Foreign Policy."
Seniors took their anni:al ,efl 4.
Dr. Gerald Wheeler, Sunday, 7 p.m.
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SANTA CLARA COUNTS IINOWLAND FOR GOVERNOR COMMITTEE
V.

I. (ROY) KENNEDY, Chairmen
298 So First St., San Jose

RE-ELECT
STATE SENATOR

oinni i

\ I ITF

BRUCE
ALLEN

On the threshold of becoming the most populous
state in the nation, Cali)ornia faces problems of government and admini
on
capable of solution by only
her greatest, most forthright, and most experienced
men!
There is no longer time for
recillating
. Great decisions must be acted upon
. If California is to keep pace with her destiny we must have
a governor who can lead.
Only a man with Bill Knowland’s eperience, work capacity, integrity and proved leadership is big enough to be Governor of
:alifornra.
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FOOTHILL FEED

SIGMA KAPPA
Judy Coleman was chosen outstanding sophomore girl and Violet Galli was selected as outstanding junior by senior members at
the Senior Dessert Monday night.

Vote June 3
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Coop-4th a-nd San Fernando Ste.
Entrees:
Swiss steak
40 cents
Stuffed bell peppers
40 cents
.
Beef pies
40 cents
Plate lunch
55 cents

For ClAs F alor, tes
Is-orifies
Pr:oste Parties

PHI Mt’
Georgie Steele was chosen Outstanding Pledge Monday night for
her work on Pushcart Relay s.
Women’s Day, the spring pledge
class’s sneak and other activities.

tLPHA PHI
Gloria Gibson received an award
for the most improved grade point
and Terri Galvin for the highest
grade point at the annual Senior
Breakfast Sunday at ljavenly
Foods. Fie members were selected as the five top Alpha Phis for
the year. They are Donna Bush,
Darla Tupper, Patty Hendrix,
Terri Galvin and Mary Dutton.

BEANERT BULLETIN
Home Economics Cafeteria:
Entrees:
30 cents
Breaded pork chop
30 cents
Spanish meatballs
53 cents
........
Plate lunch

Old Fashioned
HAY WAGON

For R oo

oman

iifftmgr

COME IN -LIST YOUR
PATTERN IN OUR
SILYIR REGISTRY
TODAY!
Cy 5-0567

JOHN F. "Jack" THOMPSON*
Authnr of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 9 - A mandate to (hr Stale Rnir,-4
of Education to fake action permitting Son Jose State College to give a master’s
degree in engineering.

Norton Faces Stiff Competition in Tough (al Relays
Morrow, Sime Vie
With Spartan Star

cpaPtaft cpopto
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By RANDIE E. POE
SJS’ 440 -yard sprint relay teamfor an assortment of good reasonswill not run Saturday in the California Relays, but all but one
of the group will compete.
Only Bob Brooks, still nursing an ailing leg, will not see action.
Coach Bud Winter will not use his sprint team because:
I) When you have a man who is a potential world record -breaker
(Ray Norton) you try your best to get the record. How often does a
runner like Noi tun come along ...
50 years, 100, 150?"
2’ Brooks and Garfield Finley
ISatchi
are both ailing, although pocketsized Finley may be in good enough
condition to rim the open 100.

thing that must be paid or served.
Obviously, this definition of a
fine or jail sentence is strictly this
author’s. Satchel Paige, probably
4a Even in top shape, SJS’ the oldest active player in basechances of wining are slight, what ball at 52, recently was given a

In that race wit be North (’emalma’s amazing thin man. Elias
(filbert, and F rex n o State’s
*Ancel Robinson.

Bob Ta foya. II 9-1b. national boxing champion, has been selected
Physical Education major of the month by Phi Epsilon Kappa.
Tafoya is a ?ft
from Santa, Cla ra.spa rt as f

Tafoya Wins Athletic
Award From Fraternity
Bob Tafoya, senior physical education major. has been selected
by the Phi Epsilon Kappa PE
fraternity as the May Physical
Education Major of the Month.

At present, Tafoya is an active
member of Phi Epsilon Kappa and
Tau Delta Phi fraternities and is
also a member of the California

In any case, if the hitting keeps
up, a number of Giant farm team
members may graduate to the
parent club and have their names
mentioned along with rookies
Jimmy Davenport, Willie Kirkland
and Bob Schmidt.
The San Jose Pirates move to
Las Vegas in a franchise shift on
June 3 though from the apathy
show n by this city’s fans it is
doubtful anyone noticed.

SHERIFF

In team scoring, ,Theta
is
but two strokes ahead of Alpha
Tail Omega holding as 285-251
margin. The tourney will continue today and aspirant golfers may still buy tickets at the
Phi Sigma Kappa house at 234
S. 11th St.
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Student Rates
Monthly end Nebo Pates

Fresno Enters 12

Quick

Special

1E

Convenient

Skirts (Phil’s) .55

IN BY 9

OUT AT S

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

CYpress 3-3701

DIVERS

"find your passport to the silent world"
COPE-McPHETRES SPORT SHOP
now

fiqituring

FOAM NEOPRENE DIVING SUITS
Ready made and custom fit; complete suits, outstanding values

326.95 and up

U.S. DIVERS
Entire selection of aqua -lungs, aqua -lung tanks, rrgulators,
harnesses an diving accessories . . . as low As $74 95

HEALTH WAYS
139

Salad and Baked Potato
Garlic Bread, Chili,

ASB Card Entitles
You to a Discount

(For)
Julian iff Steaks

J. R. FULLMER

Offer extended to May 31

Students Must Show ASB Card

Drug

Our

at

Includes:

Płylcii

RE-ELECT

PARKING

Thorough

FRESNO, a UPI) -Fresno State
College will send a 12 man squad
Andre Rogers, though only at bat to compete in the Modesto Relays
44 trips has connected for .477. Saturday night at Modesto Junior
Phelipe Alou has bashed 12 homers College Stadium.
to nestle in the No. 2 spot in this
The team includes sprinters
department.
Mike Agostini and Herb nirner,
Joe Amalfitano is the "poor" hurdler Ancel Robinson, halfboy In the line-up. At .395, Amalmiler Jack Wilcox and pole vaulfitano may have his Job in Jeo- ter Bob Brodt.
pardy,

STEAK

215 S. FIRST

LETS 6010 CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

DRY CLEANING

NEW YORK

FOURTH AND JULIAN

, the tourney should rise above the
$25 mark. stated Pete Marshall,
tourney director.
This is the third year for the
Phi Sigma Kappa tournament au,t
the profits front the affair is .
santueNoti, leader of the Thetis go toward sending two boy, ( hi group. replaced Tuesda)s’
to summer camp.
pace setter skip Fisk aho is In
Final resultis will be tabidai..a
the No. 3 spot along with Bob
over the weekend and uill
Mathis and Lu Whitlock, both
pear In The Spartan Daily hem,
members of the Alpha Tau Omeof June 4.
ga fraternity.
Past winners in the tont al,
Second thus far in the tourney were Les Olsen with a 68
are Randy B ao w n of Pi Kappa last year and Dr. John Maelt.i
Alpha and Al Perrona an inde- who walked off with the winna
pendent. Both linksmen have re- crown in the facultN division
corded 70 scores.
years ago
The Calloway System is being
used and totals are as follows:
Not
a
Samuelson
73-4
Birown
73-3
is
Perrone
76-6
70
NO PROBLEM
Fisk
71-0
71
Mathis
82-11 71
Convenient Location
Whitlock
71
.74-3
Too Doors born Corp.,

LOS ANGELES. I UPI) ik"
Chestnut fifth-ranked featherweight, liOpes to fight fourth-rate.1
Flash nor& In Honolulu if be
gets past Ernesto Parra tonight in
a 10-rounder at the Olympic Auditorium.
Chestunt was rated as ars early
favorite over Parr a. a rugged
Mexico City slugger, on the basis
of a split decision over the Mexican in a tough match last August

Tssociation for Health, PiNsical
Education and Recreation.
Dun’t I. 1.1. or Class
He will be graduated with a
W. Piet If for You
Bachelor of Arts Degree in June
25c Night Parking 25e
and plans to work for a Master’s
Tafoya transfered to San Jose Degree at SJS next year.
Cost of tickets is $1.50 and as
4th & SAN FERNANDO
State in 1956 from San Jose Junior
He was graduated from Santa many cards as are desired will be
Next I. WWI Stetio
College and went on -to become a Clara High School, where he sold for this price, Proceeds of
member of the SJS cross-country excelled in track and golf. Folsquad and boxing team.
lowing graduation, he entered
This year, he won the National
the Marine Corp-. In 1951 and
Collegiate Athletic Association
served In Japan.
119-pound boxing title, and for
,In 1954, Tafoya captained thi
the y e a r, compiled a 5-I-1
1955 championship track team .ia
The Nationally Advertised Sanifone Process
record. He also won the 1937 SJJC. He still holds
SJJC’s rem
Novice crown.
for the mile and two mile runs

Like Milk?

Watch Repairing

SPARTAN DAILY-3

Jack Samuelson of ’Meta Chi
moved into first place in the Phi
Sigma Kappa all -campus tauntsno.nt with a net 69 score yester-

3) Kent lierkenrath, fourth
member of the team, bumped inghto
01
a hurdle yesterday, and althou
the injury wasn’t serious, it didn’t
make Herk any faster. If his leg
AU Junior Giants
responds to treatment Herkenrath
Hitting
Over .300
will compete in a special flight of
the 220-yard low hurdles, which
By LOU LUCIA
could see a new world record
A fine or jail sentence. Someestablished.

Stanford Star
Injured; Won’t Run

JOHN SALktAIDA

Jack Samuelson
Paces Golfers

Paige
Gets Benefit
Law Case

with Abiline Christian, Oklahoma 20 day jail sentence for a driving
State, and Texas competing.
infraction. The judge stated that
everytime the Satch struck out
NORTON VS. THE BEST
Hence, SJS’ chances for glory Luke Easter or won a ball game,
rest with once-in -a -lifetime Nor- he in turn would give Paige a day
ton, who’ll meet Duke’s Dave Sime off his jail sentence.
and Abiline’s Bobby Morrow and Ntli. J. BALL WATCHER
Bill Woodhouse, among others, in
Whether it be Paige, Ted Wilthe open 100 and 220.
hams, Stan Musial or J. Ball
Former Spartan highjump wiz- Watcher they should have to serve
ard Herm Wyatt will meet his their term accordingly. Just bestiffest test this season when he cause Paige can throw a little
encounters casual Charley Dumas, white pellet faster than somebody
world record -holder. Wyatt is the else is not sufficient reason to
detract from a jail sentence.
national indoor champ.
It is fair for him to he paid
WORLD RECORD?
Cal will shoot for the world 50 million greenbacks by his
sprint medley record. The Bears, employers but not to he given
who’ll probably receive thick com- special attention in the courts
petition from Oklahoma State, for this reason.
rang up a new standard in the reNext time you go before a judge,
cent Texas Relays 13:19.81, but tell him that you’ll give him the
Oklahoma came back three weeks latest sociological trends, work a
later to wipe it out Cl :19.5.
trigonometry problem or spit
Jack Vermin ,(440),_ Willie backwards., while your face is
White, Monte upshaw (2f0) and covered with sun- tan oil. Better
Dion Bowden (880) will fonn the yet, that you’ll read 200 pages
Bear brigade. Oklahoma State from a political science text to
pushed Oklahoma to the present him.
American record and has an
File this under "gripes and
er lii Orlando grips." Well, what else could you
exciting is
flailey (:9.4).
call an unfair judge and a Satchel?
The Oklahoma Staters own the
swiftest clockings in the nation
No doubt the Pacific Coast
this heason in the 440 and 880- League pitchers would like to
yard relays. Consequently when nee a law passed against the
they lock up with Abiline and Phoenix Giants hitters, though.
Texas, fans undoubtedly will witThe San Francisco farm club reness one of the best duels of the
cently belted wattle in a seven
season.
inning fracas, 25-6. The small
Giants whacked out 26 base hits.
In addition the team has eight men
hitting over the .300 ma r k.
tPitchers are naturally not included so it may be surmised that
STANFORD (UPI) -- Stanford every regular is pounding over
distance star Norm Lloyd won’t the .300 average.)
participate in the California Re- MeCOVEY, ROGERS HIT
lays at Modesto on Saturday beWillie McCovey is slashing at
cause of the removal of an infected .387 and is second in the league.
tooth.
Coach Payton Jordan yesterday
announced the names of a dozen
varsity men and two freshmen who
will participate In the star-studded
event.
The varsity men included: Ben
Not just a glass
Anixter, 100, 220 and 440 relay;
but a
Dean Smith, 100, 220 and 440 relay; Chuck Cobb, high and low
FULL
hurdles and 440 relay; Skip Face,
high hurdles, broad jump and 440
QUART
relay; Don Lassen, 440; Dick Lasof
sen, 880; Ernie Cunliffe, 880; Jerry
Winters, shot; John Stabler and
Golden State Milk
Mike Franchetti, pole vault; John
Kelly and Kent Hansen, broad
FREE
jump.
with each
The two freshmen will be Bob
Atkinson, shot and discus; and
Brooks Townsend, broad lump.

Chestnut Hopes
For Elorde Bout

NEXT TO BURGER BAR

Italian ’Cress’’ fins, masks, guns

VOIT
Lungs, fins, masks
Your safe.st het for competent mIrice in selecting dicing equipment

COPE-McPHETRES SPORT SHOP
66 West San Antonio Street

CYpress 5-2939
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Area Science Program
To Push Gifted Students

- Thomsen Makes Good With Welk

entertainer could ask for. After likes, and in turn, gives it to them. some members in the band that
By CONRAD MUELLER
have been with him for over 25
In the past. abetsa person nil. I’ll be performing before ,!0- (Enter Paul Thomsen. I
wanted to mention locals that had million people every time his pro"Also, Mr. Welk never signs a years.
Lots of luck, Paul.
made good, names like
Har- gram hits the air."
contract. It is all a verbal agreeris, Ken Venturi, Pat Siooki and
Hate you discussed a financial ment, which certainly speaks for
Corky I.indgran (of the Lancers) arrangement wit h the Welk his personal integrity. He has
A see ,Ice p:og:ani -to bring us matei ihres-fifths of a year would no legal problems, according to cropped to in n d. Well a new organization yet?
in step With European education" be saved by students enrolled in Dr. liars Ole ho stated that the name has been added, that of Paul , "No. I have not, and I really
WORSHIP AT THE
Is planned to start in area high this course. Time saved could be college administration backed Thomsen.
don’t know how much I’ll re.
the program last Not ember.
schools this fall, according I. Dr. applied to more advanced courses
A select few of Thomsen’s many ceie. It will all depend on how
NEW
The science professor recom- friends had an idea
Selection of students for the acJohn P. Harville, associate prothat he would much work I do. It probably won’t
St. Paul’s Methodist Church
fessor of biology and science edu- celerated program would be aided mends that students in the acceler- be invited to join the Lawrence he on a salary basis, but accordt 10th and San Salvador
bs already existing tools such as ated group attend college classes Welk aggregation after his second ing to the appearances that I
catior
-It’s about time ’or spent IQ and aptitude tests and coun- half days and stay with their high performance on Welk’s Monday make. I received $200 for my first
II A.M. klorning Worship
money on our gifted students, sellor es aluation. Additional tools school classes for electives, senior night show, "Top Tunes and New appearance in Feburary, but other
Sermon:
"Christ and Human Suffering"
our most important resource," arc planned whereby talent can be problems. etc.
Talent."
than that. I just don’t know."
detected hy means of science and
Dr. C. B. Sylvester
Dr. Ilartille stated.
What about your future at the
Naturally, everyone tli.it knows
i STUDENTS STAY WITH PEERS
ma I heT11,111cs lattblettl SO1V
The accelerated program
9:30 A.M. Sunday School
Thomsen, is quite happy (o er his Kerosene Club? Many has e
elbanellis’
"In this way, students will still
Original selection would take
science-oriented 12th grade
good fortune, but on the other- tasked If you would be appearEdwin 3.4. Sweet, Minister
students to take three solid sub- place during the first two weeks be graduated with their class and hand, this summer will find Thom- ing there any longer.
Carl S. Metzner,
but
students
grade,
the
ninth
of
jects on the college level.
Meister of Visitation
not be pushed ahead of their sen gone from his usual spot -light
-I will appear there until gradntay mote up if they demon- proper age group," Dr. Norville stand at the Kerosene Club, his
uation (June 13), but the following
PLA.NS LAID
strate latent ability. Plans are
place of employment for m o no morning I’ll fly to Lo,s Angeles to
Plans call for science and mathestated.
I being laid also to spot some of
than
a
year.
In
this
respect,
and
matics courses to begin one year
appear on Mr. Welk’s Saturday
He also recommended that a
this talented group in the interthis respect only, are we sorry to night program."
earlier. Ninth graders interested I
bus circulate among four or five
mediate grades, A or 6, and
see Thomsen hit the big time.
in science would take a new course
As the show was filmed two
orient them for specie/ prohigh schools bringing students
Contacted 13 minutes after hours earlier, Just what kind of
entitled "Man and His Ens irongramnaing.
"few
because
classes
II:30-1:30
to
Thomsen had accepted the job 3 feeling does it Rite you to see
ment." Chemistry. would be studMost immediate need is to plan high schools, can afford the o v c-r the national hook-up TV
ied in the tenth grade, and 11th
)ourself performing two hours
Church of Christ - Christian Church
the "Man and ilis Ens ironment," added laboratory expenses."
show Monday night, Don tfarten later?
grade students would schedule
ninth grade class: Dr. Hataille
Staff of this program besides and Jim McGuy, the Kerosene
CY 2-7443
790 SOUTH 12th STREET
physics, leaving the senior year
"A tremendous feeling, there Is
hopes a course of study will be Dr. Norville are: Dr, Matthew F. Club owners and Thomsen’s emfree for college -centered curricula.
no doubt about that, but also a
by the middle of June.
biology and ployers had this to say, "Naturally
Vessel, professor
High schools would continue to outlined
SUNDAY SERVICE- Junc
chance to analyze your perforNO TEXTS AVAILABLE
science education; Worborn Fel- we are sorry to see Thomsen leave mance. A performer,is his worst
offer a one or two year sequence
Since "Man" will be a new ton, assistant professor of physical the Club, and it will be darn near
of life and physical science to
College eg cless at 9.45 Bible School Hour is taught by David
critic, or best critic, or at any
avail- science and science education; Dr. impossible
non-college preparatory students course entirely, no texts are
to replace him, but rate, his harshest."
instructor in Speech Department et SJSC.
A
committee
meets
three
able.
proassistant
A.
Smith,
Richard
still, we certainly are glad to see
and a standard biology, chemisWhat is your bnpression of
to
compile
a
Tuesday
hours
every
and
fessor of physical science
8:30. 11.00 Duplicate Morning Worship SONIC.I.
him get this break, and are be- Welk?
try and physics course for the
9.45 Bible School, classes for all egos.
non -science talented college pre- list of resources, films, field trips. science education; John L. hind him all the way."
"I hold Mr. Welk in the highest
etc.
Rhoades. assistant professor of
5:30 Discussion Groups for all egos
The following is an interview esteem, He demands the utmost in
paratory’ student.
Committee members receive col - biology and science education; Dr. with Thomsen taken yesterday.
6.30 Evening Service
Mobility of students in thc,
loyalty, and in turn, he gives the
When Welk asked you to be- same loyal support that he ex arious programs has been empha- lege credit (Sci. Ed. 253) for help. Edward J. Harrington, assistant
HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister
Homer Presided
professor of biology and science come a permanent part of kW peels. He has an almost uncanny
sized. Students demonstrating in- ing to plan the course.
ortation
transportation
but
There
are
R
E
R.
and
D
r.
Ronald
aseducation,
I
show, were you as surprised as sense of just what HIS public
ccreasing or decreasing abilities
ter, assistant professor of physical you looked?
can "switch tracks."
and
chemistry
science
science,
"Probably more so. It came as
INTEREST AND AIPTITUDE
education
a complete shock. He had asked
Science and mathematics talme earlier in the afternoon what
ented students will be j udged as
my plans were for the summer.
much on interest and aptitude as
Chairmen for the fall sem, -ler
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
and after I told him about the !
on basic intelligence Dr. Harville AN’S council were chosen at a reArmy in September he said no
Student Health Service has an1670 MOORPARK AVENUE
estimates the 20 per cent of the cent election. They are Anne Ryhmore.
nounced Wednesday will be the
high school population will profit lick, International Associated WoJust how big a break Is this, last day for students to receive
BERKELEY , UPI I -A $42,100
from the accelerated program.
men Student correspondent: Ziska
polio shots. The shots will be
The suggested course lists a B a u rn, program chairman; Jan grant from the Atomic Energy 1, Paul?
language, French, 6erma n, Power, community service chair- Commission to the University of r "About the biggest thing any given in TB37A from 1-4 p.m.
SERVICES:
Wednesday.
Spanish or Russian as part of man; Jane Di Vecchio. publicity California for purchase of an elec9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Friday, June 6, diphtheria, tetathe program.
chairman; Pat Moriarty, calendar tronic computer which simulates
10:45 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE
nus and typhoid immunization
High school seniors would take chairman; anckSue Evers, big -little operations of an atomic reactor
was announced yesterday by Unishots will be given for the last
6:00 P.M.
YOUTH MEETING
English and history at the college sister chairman.
level thus avoiding duplications
Any girl wishing to be a "big versity officials.
7:30 P.M.
Sandra Buck has been elected time this semester, from 1-4 p.m.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE ._.....
such as 12th grade English and 18, sister" to a new student next fall
fall president of Mu Phi Epsilon, These shots will also be given in
Student
according
to
Pastor
TB37A,
SUTTON
G.
THOMAS
high school and college U.S. his- may phone Sue Evers at CYpress
national professiOnal music soror%
Health Service personnel.
tory, senior civics and college 3-9908.
CYpress 4-2873
Immunizations will not be availpolitical science.
coming
officers
for
the
Other
sessions.
summer
during
able
PROGRAM SAVES TIME
semester are Frances WorthingIt is estimated that approxiHits U.S. Education ton, vice president; Barbara Vose,
(Continued from Page 1
recording secretary; Merdene
EPISCOPAL
states where low effort assures an Hess,
corresponding secretary;
8 I North 2nd
Services 5 Trinity
2nd AND SAN ANTONIO
amount of money adequate to fi- Zoe Ann Hill. treasurer; Karen
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
nance a good school system.
Kirk. historian; Linda Stones,
LOC A.M. Holy Communion
SERVICES
SUNDAY
"In my opinion, the citizens of warden; Mary Lee Cline, alumnae
930 end 11:00 A.M.
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
70 piece classifieds, tele them to
America will not tolerate much secretary; Mary Ann Hunter,
Worship Services
TB is Student Business Office
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
longer the inequalities in educa- chaplain; and Mary Pobanz,
Dr.
Clarence Sands - Minister
the
48
among
tion
that
exist
chorister.
FOR RENT
"A Cordial Inv;teifon for Every Sunday."
states. The time may come when
The club will hold a party TuesCO-ED MANOR - Open for 6
It will be re cestutry to invoke the day, June 2, in honor of graduating
weeks _summer session. CY 4-3112.
general. welfare clause in our seniors in the club, A skating
New Apartments - completely
TRI-C
Constitution In the canter of bet- party is planned.
furn. Hustle down to 636 and 617
"A Group with YOU in mind"
ter education for all prospective
S. 9th St. (or phone CY 4-0121)
and make your fall reservations
citizens," Dr. Wahlquist said.
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Your doctor will tell you -a
EVERY SUNDAY
now. $10 per person will do it.
Student Christian Cnter
"Good schools, of course, depend
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
Special rates for summer students
9.30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
92 South Fifth Street
president
teachers."
the
cup
upon
good
average
of
hot,
black
cofand teachers. They’re filling fast,
5:45 P.M. Club Meeting
Holy Communion at 1.30 A.M.
fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener continued. ". . In order to make
an don’t dawdle-RUN!!
Every Tuesday
"Making Decisions in Foreign
Spring
eme-..ter: History of Missions
when you cram for that exam salaries more attractive we should,
Summer ’tetragon or fall - GirlsOffice Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Furn. 2 bdrm. apts. Betty Apts.
...or when mid -afternoon if necessary, resort to outright Policy" will be discussed by Dr.
Advisor
on
Campus
BUILDING
THE
PINK
3rd and SAN ANTONIO
547 S. 11th. AN 9-9278. See manbrings on those "3 o’clock cob- federal subsidy of a part of the Gearald E. Wheeler, assistant pro.
Mrs. Roy E. Dutcher
ager for information.
webs." You’ll find NoDox gives salary of all teachers in accredited lesson of history, at a joint meet Available June 15 - spacious stuyou a lift without letdown...
colleges, schools and universities," ing of the Wesley Foundation and
dio apt. 3 or 4 students. Fine locahelps you snap back to normal he said.
the Presbyterian College Fellowtion. Tv antenna, washing faciliand fight fatigue safely!
ties, sun deck, BI3Q. patio, quiet,
The president also complimented ship Sunday at 7 p.m.
$97.50. James Apts., 1634 The AlaThe speech, which will be held
IBM officials on the company’s
meda. CY 5-9070.
own contributions to U.S. educa- in Wesley Hall, 24 N. 5th St., will
Owna) 60 teb,oa kora, apt for summer for 4 or 5.
tion, both through its own em- conclude a series of three proCall CY 3-4791.
ployee training program and its grants on "The Student and World
K2. summer. 1 block from campus.
a aro
a
11111
Crisis."
Apts. for. men or women and
scholarship grants.
h
wfor
.s
mr
kit.ti
prlv.
men.
ReasonThe Rev. Henry L. Gerner, comAlso speaking at the dedication
able rates. 162 S. 9th. CY 7-7792.
a the Monterey road product tie- pus minister of the Methodist
College men - summer rooming
velopment center was IBM Pres. Church, invites all interestel stuW hat
po .....
Anil dui% t
to leave
In frat. house. Sgl, or dbl. rooms.
SAFI AS 601511
dents to attend the meeting.
Thomas J. Watson Jr.
K.P.. linen, $20 and $30 per mo.
their preferred
home and Women It
CY 5-9601.
6101.18 ?
2 bedroom apt. Special summer
rates for students. CY 7-8570.
*4.
Summer Stuoents -- men, rooms,
2. W bat is far more desirable than Brigitte Bardot
**
kit. priv. 28 S. 13th. CY 2-8580.
and much easier to possess?
Red carpet Apts. &9 S. 9th Sr.
**
NEV -Completely furnished. Spe- an,
cial summer rates. $70. Phone CY
eM4ENNEn
% 3. What can you buy for 86.30 that will he on cam EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
2-4154 or FR 8-2781.
-,zono
pus Monday, June 2?
"BROTHERS
CV.
kill with kit pigs-. for summer $25.
KARAMAZOV"
BRIGITTE BAR DOT
per Imo. CY 7-9989. Ask for Norman. 69 S. 10th Street.
Vul 13.ynne - Meia Schell
"Light Across the Street’
01..
Fun,. apt for rent for summer. 1
"FORT DOSS"
bdrm. 6th and Reed. CY 5-5914.
"Magic Fire"
C. Welker -V. Mayo
Fain. rooms $10-15 per mo. Kitchen. Male students. No drink, or
smoking. CY 3-3308.
NOW SHOWING
UNION, Y- lot st
FOR SALE
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
AS ADVERTISED IN
Is Wild"
"Joker
"BRIDGE ON THE
INGA--extras. See after 5:30 P.M.
Actually, with such an astute Nitillent
FRANK SINATP ,
8/5 E. William, Apt. 6.
RIVER KWAI"
"Lonely Man"
and facult, the answer should have been most ap.
Dealoto De Luxe coupe good
Vv’ Holden - A Guinness
JACK PA I AuNCE
parent. It’s the 1958 La Torre - San Jose Stales best-ever
cond. RAH, $100. Call CY 4-3751.
"RETURN TO WARBOW"
yearbook. $23,000 and one solid year in production guarWANTED
antees you a book of the finest content. Remember old
Dinsiness women to share spaeloil
2 Minn apt NA ith same. Call CY 5friends and familiar places, or vice semi, with your year3682 or CY 2-1991.
book. You can buy it now for die low price of only $6.50.
STUDIO
College man to rent furnished mom in private home. Call
"SHIPMAN"
NOW!
after 6 pm. CL 8-8850.
Ford -Shirley MclIns
TYPING - Students save 20’t,
BUY A 1958 SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE YEARBOOK
GARY COOPER
Satisfact3on guaranteed. Former
"HANDLE WITH CARE"
exec sec. CH 3-3619.
DIANE VARS1
Nan Jams
WIII take passenger to New York
SUZY PARKER
City and return, $50 each way.
Call CH 3-3901.
TYING - Thesis, term--paPe--rs.
MAYFAIR
reports. Reasonable rates. ’CY 77
St’Avrytt: MI for top summer
"SNOW WHITLrh a, receptionist for local KV 11/Personality. salesmanshi;,
school.
’CATTLE EMPIRE
-MISSOURI TRAVELER KAcC,e
& appearance essential. AX 6-4202 ,
(or interview.

nth

"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST

ore

AWS Elects New
Chairmen for Fall

Last of Polio Shots
Slated Wednesday

Cal Gets $42,100
To Buy Computer

BETHEL CHURCH

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND

Mu Phi Epsilon
Elects Officers

President’s Speech

Cramming
for Exams?

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

CLASSIFIEDS

Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely

Prof

To Discuss

IC D ecisions
ro ly

....98

Quest ions:

*

SHOW clate
y cem

IL

tr

_itAlfaXiffOUA

VA

THEATRE
San Jose

Answer:

LOOK

Ten North
Frederici,

on sale now - Room 16, Tower Building

’58 LA TORRE

